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C0M11BNTATI0HE8 MATHEMATICAE UHIVBRSITATIS CAROLIHAE 
16,3 (1975) 
COHVERGENCE OF A DUÁL FIHITB ELEMENT METHOD IN R 
n 
J. HASLIHGER, I. HLAVAČEK, Praha 
Abstract: Using the dual variational formulation of the 
elliptic second order problems, the question arises to con­
struct suitable subspaces of admissible vector-funcions in 
II . In the paper a possible system of piece wise linear func-
2 tions is shown and the rate of convergence 0 ( h ) proved, 
provided the exact solution is sufficiently regular. 
Key words: Finite elements, dual variational formula­
tion, equllibrittm models. 
AlffS: 65N30 Ref. 2.: 8.33 
1. Introduction. Let JL c R be a bounded domain 
with Lipschitz boundary (cf. £21), k ££ 0 integer. By 
k 2 
W » (il) we denote the set of real functions, which are squa-
re-integrable together with their generalized derivatives up 
to the order k , W°»2(J1) - L2(il) , CW
k»2(il)] m » 
« W k » 2 U l ) x #.# x W
k»2(il) with the norm 
m-times 
"^ o \l/2 / N 
«'»k ij i - < i ? ,
, i - i i i U ) ' v " ( V i v • 
where 
-,'w-Ч .5.»,0*''u>,г a,>l v<" **" % \w7\th' 
Let C
K
(JI) denote the space of continuous functions, the de­
rivatives of which up to the order k are also continuous 
469 
and continuously extendible onto -flL $ 
10*15.)*?* * ek(H)x..»xC*Hii) , 
m-times 
with the norm 
11 v , l r r * f t f v i ' » » ' • • m a x *. m a i .x iu ( m a x r ' D 0 6 * i ( x ) l ) ) • LC^Cii.)! ^ m ^ . i . . , ^ \<*\ 4 to/ * c It * 
Let M c R n # We denote by V^(M) the space of all polynomials 
in n-variables of the order at most k with the domain M » 
Let us consider the differential operator 
A u » - . s : — — (&ii — — ) , 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(1.1) a±ie L^Ul) f atJ(x) « a^U) V l f j . V x e SL 
(1.2) 3 <X « const. > 0 f 
* 5 - « a i a ( x ) ?* n fc • » ? l | 2 vf«Rn 
almost everywhere in -XL • 
Let the boundary T consist of three disjoint parts V^ f 
T*, f tfi such that T^ is open in V 9 T^ 4- 0 f mesn-p^ A » 
* 0 f IV either empty or open in T and 
r - i > r^u a, . 
We shall solve the following problem: 
A tt » f in Jl , 
(1.3) 
u » TÌ on Г^ > 
Әл*> 
I Æ, a« -щ, i -« 
where f € LgCGt) f I e W
X»2(X1) , g e --fc(rV) are assigned, 
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n^ are components of the unit outward normal to T . 
We set: 
V - < • | • e W1»2(il) f • » 0 on T J . 
A function lie W 1* 2^!) will be called weak solution of the 
problem (1.3)- if 
u e u + V f 
£ ( u ) « tin St (v) , 
ir € JL + V 
where 
£(•) - 4 f - 2 . aii -p~- -p- dx - f f • dx - f g • dr 
Denoting 
H - - [ L g d l ) ] ^ , 
we define the bilinear form 
( A » I * > H - * , 5 I ^ b y a - ""-a d3C • **'<"- 6 H • 
where b^. are the entries of the matrix [ a" 1 inverse to 
[a] . 
Obviously, positive constants o , , o2 exist such that 
cj. II All <- I A « H * c2 HA II , 
where 
1*11 J = CA,A>H « 
Moreover, we introduce 
I A I I 2 « . £ f TČdx , A - (A,,, . . . , A - ) , 
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A4(v) - , S , a,, --— • A (v) - ( A , ( v ) f . . . f A„(v))f 






v) - .!£ Г Л, -~- dx 
Theorem 1.1 (The minimum of complementary energy). Let 
a be a weak eolation of the problem (1.3). Then the functio­
nal 
* < * > - T ! + g A h t i A ± A . , d x ~ B U f u ) 




For the proof we refer to [11. 
We have a variational problem of a minimum of a quadratic 
functional on a closed convex set A ^ c H • As usual, the 
problem can be interved to a similar one, but on a linear space 
subspace A Q Q S H«c H . In fact, we may write 
A
f , g - *
 + A
o,o . 
where A is any fixed element of -A-
f
 • 
It is easy to show that the equivalent problem is to find 
^ € H2 such that 
(1.4) § ( ^ > - »ifl § (*t> 
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where 
Let h s (0,1 > and let < \ ? be a system of finite-di­
mensional subspaces of H
2
 • We define the following procedu-
г : 
(1.5) 
to find \ 6 VV such that 
Theorem 1.2. To every h 6 (0,1> there exists precise­
ly one ff m V^ satisfying (1.5) and it holds 
(1.6) •<•-<-„ 6 £**K*-K*H ^ Ca ̂ l " C ° - K « • 
T n e Proof can be found in [13 . 
,iг-И 
2. Construction of subspaces V
n
 . Let S «-"fa.?£e,| be 
the set of (n + 1) points in R (nS 2) such that their 
coordinates a^ * (a-̂ ,... ,ani) form a regular matrix 
anf... a^t... aln+1 
a21f... a21f... a2n+1 
•nlf'*# *ni9i 
1 f • • • JL f ... 1 
The closed convex hull of S will be called n-simplex 
K in Rn f a^ m 5u its vertices and we write 
4ÎЗ 
K « conv S • 
The assumption on the matrix A yields that the system 
•VL+4 
xi " $£л aij *> ( x ) * 
rti+4 







any point x 6 R
n
 • The components fl^Cx) will *>© called 





 * Thus the n-simplex K can be charac­
terized by maans of the barycentric coordinates: 
x € K<?=>0 4 X±(x) 4 1 i - lt...tn + 1 
;S.&,(x) « 1 • 
By (n - 1)-dimensional aide of K we call the closed convex 
httll of an arbitrary n-tuple of points of 2 . Consequently, 
the total number of (n - 1)-dimensional sides of K equals 
e**1) - n + 1 , 
Bach vertex &J belongs to n sides of K • 
It is well known that the set Si is P., (K)-ttnisolventt i.e. 
for any otlt...t «cn+1 e R^ there exists precisely one poly-
nomial p 6 ̂ (K) moh *-»* P(ai) * ^ i • * " !#•••#» + 1 • 
I»et 2l't'»'fai ijal , where a.̂  6 Si . Then Ŝ ^ « 
coav Si-*' is a (n - 1)-dimensional side of K . 
We define a mapping T± c it ( C WX»2(K) .3"\ L,-,^)) by 
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the relation 
v - * 18l • »
(i) - £< ^ • 
where v|g denotes the trace of v on Si and n 
the unit outward normal to S4 . 
<-> i в 
Lemma 2.1 Let *$£ be (n +l)n real numbers (i » 
» lf...fn + 1 and j • lf...f n) . Then there exists a uni-
que v e C P1(K) 1^ suoh that 
(2.1) T,v(ai ) - ri*
> » a, e Si* . 
Proof. Let a^ e 2£ be a vertex of the simplex K f 
and S4 f S4 f...fS4 the (n - 1)-dimensional sides of K f xl H hi 
containing a4 • We choose the equations from (2.1)f concern-
ing the vertex a4 only: 
(2.2) v(ai) . n * . Tl * 
(suppose that a. represents the i-th element in every 
2* ** ). As the vectors n*^ f j * if..#fn are linearly in-
dependent^ there exists a unique solution • (a4) » (v-< (a4)f... 
...f vn(&j)) • -?rom the P1(K)-unisolvability of 55 it fGl-
ows the existence of unique polynomials v . e P-(K) f corres-
ponding to the values A • -t̂ â ) V ^ ^ i j 8 lt...fn • 
Let S^ be a (n - l)-dimensional side of K • We say 
that -^^»...f X£ are the basic functions of the side S^, 
if 
lO 7^6 Pj^ísp, 3 » 1 n , 
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From the P-*(S. )-unisolvability of every set S*
1
' and 
from the definition of Xj it follows: 
(2.3) .Z! A J » 1 on S, . 
An easy calculation leads to the relation 
J я * đ S - J* л £ > đ S V j . k - 1 n . 
*«* * H 
Consequently, using also (2.3) we derive that 
v.l;. fc«<*>)dS - a . 1 9U) 
(2.4) f X^ dS « — mes„ -,(S4) f i - lf...fn . 
».v 
Henceforth we denote 
(ffg) • f f g dS 
for any f f g e L 2(S i) • 
theorem 2.1 Let v e l W l , 2 ( K ) ] ' w ' , then the equations 
/ \ 2-» 6v) ,, »cW 4ci>N ,m A £ i ) » 
(*> £?< ** ( A * > \ > m (TiV* *k > • 
(**9 fl v ( a i ) . n
( i ) » * £ * 
for i • l f . . . t n + 1 ; k • l f . . . f n f i i e IS 
k 
define a mapping 11 e £ ( t f ^ K ) ] ^ , C .P1(K)3
/rV)/T 
n SCCCCCK) !^ f C^UC)}'*') • 
Proof, the numbers oci are uniquely determined by 
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( # ) f because the matrix (Gramm s) A^ with entries 
U t ) s t - ( A ^ \ A * ° ) f e , t . lf2f...fn 
is regular. Solving the system (# ) we obtain altogether 
(n + 1) • n parameters ocj^ • Lemma 2.1 yields the exis-
tence and uniqueness of a vector <f & L P-^(K)1 f for which 
Ti » < • ! > - <*[* • 
We set n v • jp . Obviously, the mapping fl is linear. Let 
oCgn and oc^ be the solution of (* ) with the right hand si-
des (TjT^t A k
t 4 ) ) and (f^, A k
U ) ) f respectively, (k « 
« lf...fn) and let v n — * v in Cw
1»2(K)3'TV • Prom the theo-
rem of traces (see 12]) and the Crammer s rale 
lim ocJ ~ « ocj m.-+eo a/1* fr 
follows. The rest of the proof is obvious » 
Consequentlyf there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
• n v , C « . * 6 , V " « K ) ' 
The magnitttde of c will be estimated in the following 
Theorem 2.2 Let tts define n by (* ) and (*.#). Then 
invlL,„t § — — . . J
C ° ^ s pjrrrr «vl' 
CCIO - mi*, -Cdívt </-.""»',..., «.***')1 CCK) 
where cQ is an absolute constant and the minimum is taken 
over the set of all n + 1 n-taples of numbers (ilf...fin) f 
chosen from the set •{!,...fn + 1 } . 
Proof. Let K represent the reference n-simplex in 
R n f with the vertices (0 f... f0) f (l f0 f... f0) f ...f (Of... 
• • • »1) • 
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Let F(x) » Bx + b be a regular affine mapping, of K onto 
K (see C33). Then S^ » f(S) , where S is a (n - l)-dimen-
sional side of K « Using the integral mean value theorem we 
obtain 
f x? xfcis - J . X $>'?( a) Aff a) d.% = 
where ^ ( x ) « A ? ° (I. x), x 6 S , f ? € S and J -
« const > 0 is the Jacobian of the transformation S «--> S. • 
Hence 
C ^ , Afc ) = c.^ « t t * ( ^ ) , 
with a constant o\h independent of S, # Consequently, 
det A^ « o^OaeaCS^))11 , ci 4- 0 f 
where o^ is a linear combination of product of v\% • 
Using the Crammer 's rule and a similar estimate of the 
determinant in the numerator, we are led to the estimate 
(2.5) UcJ". 4 c. IVIICC(<) , 
where ci is an absolute constant. Solving the system (#*) 
we get (1 v(a^) * ^ l ^ a i ' " # # # * ^ n ^ a i ^ • **sinS again the 
Crammer s rule and (2*5), we obtain 
where cQ Is an absolute constant and the denominator is de-
fined in the Theorem. As H v H cp £ CP1(K)3'
1V , the asser-
tion follows immediately from the last inequality* 
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Let us denote 
m(K) - 4 T « (Tlf...fTn) e C P1(K):.'
7V
 f diT T - 0? . 
It Is readily seen that dim 17l(K) • (n • 1) • n - 1 . 
Lemma 2.2 T e Itl (K)<==.» T e CPjtt)]^* 
& J T • n dS « 0 • 
Proof. Let T e l?1(K)l
m' . Then dlT T e P0(K) and 
dlT T • 0 <-=-=-> f dlT T dx « 0 . 
Hence the Green a theorem 
f diT T dx « f T . n dS 
"K J$K 
yields the assertion 
T-ÎГП °tì т c m ( Ю ^ * т e CP1(K)3'
n' & 
* , 2 t ^ J * ' me8(S,) - 0 f 
,W where cc • T^ T(a^ ) f a^ e S ^ * 
Proof. We have 
J** • -as - 3C 4. *-* ds •  v -*?, <** *-
Using also (2.4), we may write 
J
, A m>+ A try e , s 
T . n dS • -1 « £ 4 * - 1 me«(S1) f 
and the assertion follows from Lemma 2.2. 
Let as define 
V(K) - 4 T e [W1»2(K)3'n' f d l T T . O ? . 
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Theorem 2.3 Let the mapping H be defined by (* ) 
and (#*). Then 
n e &(V(K), 77100) f 
(2.6) n v • v V v e IP-^K)]^ . 
Proof. Adding the equations ( # ) for k • l , . . . , n we 
get 
CT.<r, S A,"') . .?, «?l£\X *?> • 
from (2.3) and (2.4) i t follows 
t*>, »'*> ,.> 1 £ -CŤ> f T. v 4 £5 «, * otЛ*Ч ЛІ*\ 1) « I- S вcŞ*W CÄ. ) . 
If v e V(K) , then we have 
0- f ir./r* cL5- S f T.ircLS- -L 2 X <• mt+CSt). 
As ot^ « T t n v(ai ) f a i e S * • Lemma 2.3 yields 
n v c -7?! (K) . The assertion (2.6) is an immediate consequen­
ce of Lemma 2.1, because for v e tP, (K) 1 
ot* 0- T 4 v( a i )s T U 4 ) . n
( i ) . 
** k k 
Theorem 2.4 Let v e C C2(K)3'rv and h » diam K . Then 
(2.7) H'ir-n/lHl ,6 - V ) -rr-T— ̂ aH^» r2^ N 
CCK) ~ mOnUdM* C/IV^.-I^ ^1? C ( K ) 
where c is an absolute constant and the denominator was de­
fined in Theorem 2.2. 
Propf. Let xQm K be an arbitrary fixed point. Using the 
Taylor s theorem we obtain 
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(2.8) v(x) » v(xQ) + Dv(x0)(x - x0) + D
2v(0 )(x - xQ)
2
 f 
with © £ xQx • Applying fl to (2 .8) , ttsing i t s linearity 
and (2.6), we derive 
fl v(x) » v(xQ) + Dv(x0)(x - x0) + n D
2vO )(x - x 0 )
2 ) . 
Hence we may write 
l l v - n v l t c ( K ) * « D
2 v ( 0 ) ( x . x o )
2 H c ( K ) • 
+ it n D2v(e)(x - x0)
2il C(K) . 
The estimate (2.7) follows from Theorem 2.2 and II x - x0 I  & 
in . 
Remark 2.1 For n « 2 we have 
I det(n ^ , n a ) l » l n ^ x n l » sin oc^ , 
where oc^ i s the angle between vectors n ** f n
 1 • Hence 
II *r - n v L /Irt £ — A - ^ H" IUr„* > 
CCK) / ^ n , oc C**CK) ' 
where oc i s the minimal angle of the triangle K • 
For n » 3 there holds 
I det(n n fn
 a
 tn * ) l » l n ^ . ( n * x n )l t 
which equals the volume of the parallelepiped, being determi-
ned by the three (unit) vectors n ^ , n z and n f • 
Let us consider a bounded polyhedral domain ilc R , 
Let h be a parameter, h € (0.1 > , Tj^ a finite division 
of JX , satisfying the usual conditions concerning the mutu-
al position of any couple of n-simplexes K, K' e Tj^ 9 h » 
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- max (diam K) • 
Let K and K/ have a coomon (n - 1)-dimensional side 
S t f • « Ew
1»2(il)3'fV . Denote 
*ifK* « ̂  I St •
 BKi) • TifK'
T " v I St • 4^ • 
where n~j and n-j/ f is the unit outward normal with res-
pect to K and K' , respectively, at a point x e S i , 
We say that the condition (R) is satisfied on S^ 9 if 
(2.9) TJL K* * T A K,v • 0 on S^ • 
Denote 
?(JQ.) - U € t W1»2(Jin'w' f div • « 0} f 
1tn(il) --•(•••|K e 7?i(K)f V K e r n f and 
(R) Is satisfied on every common side in T^l 
Let as define a sapping rfi of [w
1*2(Jl)3'n' as follows: 
(2.10) *nvlK «
 nK T V K m Th 
where (1 R has been defined in Theorem 2.1 through (*,) and 
(*#) on every K € 3*n • 
We say that a family of division 4 7 ^ ! , h e (0,1 > is 
regular* if a constant oc0 > 0 exists such that for every 
K 6 (TQ and any h e (0,1 > 
(2.11) min-{ldet (n-/*^,..., iig ^ I ? fc <*0 , 
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the minimum being defined in Theorem 2.2. 
The condition (2.11) implies for n • 2 and n * 3 
that the corresponding angles and volumes, respectively, can-
not converge to zero with h —-v 0 (see Remark 2.1.). 
Theorem 2.5 Let 4 T^J , h 6 (0,1 > be a regular fami-
ly of division. Define the mapping rh as in (2.10)* -hen 
(2.12) *h m St (V(Jl)f tth(Jl)) f 
(2.13) II T - *hT II 0f A * ch
2 I T tQ2a) . 
Proof. From Theorem 2.3 it follows 
*hv|K e m (K) V • c V(J1), V K e Th . 
Hence it suffices to verify the condition (R) on every common 
(n - 1)-dimensional side S^ in T^ .As T^ ̂ X H -->v) and 
Ti K* ̂  K**) helong to -^(S^) , it suffices to verify that 
*i K* ̂  K*^ai * • *i K'' ̂  K'r^ («i ) • 0 V a^ • 
«J 0 V 
a X * c S.| • 
This follows from (* ), (**), because n£ ' « - n^r , and 
therefore 
*i.K( n K*>(«ij> - * f 
Ti,K'(nK'T)(*i;)> " - * £ ° ' 
The estimate (2.13) can be obtained in a usual nays 
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where (2.7) and (2.11) have been employed. 
* - v •ia - K v
v - nK- "M * * * • » >;.<» • 
Remark 2.2 Any v € 7lh(il) satisfies the equation 
div v • 0 in the sense of distributions. 
In fact, let g> c Si (Jl) (i.e., an infinitely diffe-
rentiable function with compact support). Then 
< div v, <P > « - < v, grad o>> • - -S J v • grad a> dx « 
• Hi J o ? , div v dx - 51 f T«.v . cp dS • 0 , 
K « % 1K v Kelf^ ^ K K ^ f 
because div v • 0 in every K € 9"h and the condition (R) 
is satisfied on every interelement boundary SK C\ d K' « 
» S^ . We say that £Th is consistent with P , if the fol-
lowing condition holds 1 if a part of T belongs to a side 
o 
B^ of a K € CTh f then T covers the whole side S^ • 
I t i s easy to verify by a similar way that 
Vh « 1lh(SL) n A 0 f 0 « < i l l X e 7 l h ( A ) f A . n • 0 on T g { 
defines the subspace Vh of H 2 . Then Theorems 1.2 and 
(2.13) lead to the following 
Theorem 2.7 Let the solution Off of (1.4) belong to 
C2(Jl) and i-Tnl t h c (0,1 > be a regular family of divi-
sions consistent with T • Then 
o 
where J£^ is the solution of (1.5). 
Remark 2.3 The prinoiple of complementary energy (Theo-
484 -
rem 1.1) can be extended to the mixed boundary-valued problem 
including the Newton's condition (see [13 - Appendix). The sa­
me sttbspaces H,. (Jl) are applicable and an analogue of Theo­
rem 2.7 holds. 
Remark 2.4 As V n belong to A Q 0 * H 2 f the dual met-
hod described above can be used to get (i) a posteriori error 
estimates and (ii) the solutions by the method of hypercircle 
(cf. til). 
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